
SUSTAINABILITY STARTS HERE -
STRAIGHTFORWARD, 
EFFECTIVE, SUCCESSFUL.

Collect fragmented
data

Monitor
KPIs

Manage many 
projects

Evaluate
risks

Being heard Find suitable
measures

 

WHO WE ARE

WHAT WE DO

YOU HAVE COME TO THE RIGHT PLACE IF 

With our help, companies can record and increase their sustainability
performance through automated processes and intelligent
recommendations. With WeShyft, all data is in one place and always at
hand which makes data collection and evaluation breeze. This creates the
time needed to focus on improving sustainability instead of just fulfilling
reporting obligations.

SUPPLY CHAIN AND 
AUDIT MANAGEMENT

ESG PERFORMANCE
MONITORING 

PROJECT-
MANAGEMENT

AUTOMATIC 
DATA COLLECTION 

INDICATOR-
MANAGEMENT

ANALYSES & 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

DO YOU KNOW THESE CHALLENGES?

OUR MODULES

DR. COLIN BIEN 

URS THIELECKE

Find the appropriate indicators from over 600
to choose from, or define your own KPIs to
measure performance.

HOW WE CREATE  VALUE 

colin.bien@weshyft.com

urs.thielecke@weshyft.com

+49 178 65 78 624

+49 174 18 00 894

(Founder & CSO)

(Founder & CTO)

WeShyft GmbH | Hohenzollernring 27 | 22763 Hamburg| www.weshyft.com

WeShyft is a cloud platform for sustainable business. We combine
digital technologies with comprehensive sustainability expertise. We
believe that intelligent handling of sustainability data leads to more
transparency, easy implementation of reporting requirements and better
decisions as well as improved control of sustainability processes and
activities. 

the collection of sustainability data is time-consuming 
the visualization of sustainability data is time-consuming
reporting sustainability data is time-consuming

Analyze performance, create roadmap and
receive appropriate optimization measures.

Manage suppliers and audit processes and
reduce risks along the supply chain.

Monitor your own performance, that of your
suppliers or investment companies in
comprehensive dashboards.

Set goals, determine appropriate actions, and
define tasks for implementation.

Automate data collection and follow up
regularly.

FEATURES

Standardize: With WeShyft, work processes can be overviewed, managed
and simplified. Automatizations, notifications and reporting templates help
to standardize processes and thus effectively save time. 

Coordinate: Sustainability managers are like artists, they need to juggle
many balls at once. Setting goals, implementing measures, distributing
tasks. With WeShyft, coordinating all these activities is easily organized
and, above all, more efficient. 

Communicate: If you want to achieve more sustainability in your company,
you need to talk to many people, communicate facts clearly and share
success stories. We help you do this, by making it easy to create reports,
graphs and charts that provide all the relevant information in no time at all.

Optimize: Once all the data and information is in one place and the
appropriate indicators are selected, it is easier to track goals, make
decisions, and improve sustainability performance more effectively.

THIS IS HOW WE MAKE LIFE EASIER FOR YOU


